Image super-resolution, a process to enhance image resolution, has important applications in biometrics, satellite imaging, high definition television, medical imaging, etc. The long range captured iris identification systems often suffer from low resolution and meager focus of the captured iris images. These degrade the iris recognition performance. This paper proposes enhanced iterated back projection (EIBP) method to super resolute the long range captured iris polar images. The performance of proposed method is tested and analyzed on CASIA long range iris database by comparing peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) with state-of-the-art super resolution (SR) algorithms. It is further analyzed by increasing the up-sampling factor. Performance analysis shows that the proposed method is superior to state-of-the-art algorithms, the peak signal-tonoise ratio improved about 0.1-1.5 dB. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is well suited to super resolve the iris polar images captured at a long distance.
INTRODUCTION
Iris recognition systems for long range captured iris images have wide range of applications such as remote surveillance and civilian identification. Because of uniqueness and stability [1] [2], Iris recognition has become a reliable way to validate the identity of a person. In security and surveillance systems, automatic person identification by identifying the iris in non-cooperative conditions has been important research topic. The existing systems normally work on iris images captured at a short distance. So, these systems are dependent on the cooperation of the users to get good quality iris images. This dependency can be overcome by using super resolution technique. This technique reconstructs the high resolution (HR) image using single or a sequence of low resolution (LR) images which could be taken from one or more cameras or could be frames of a video sequence [3] [4] . The SR algorithms are classified as interpolation-based, reconstruction based and example learning-based methods. Interpolation based methods are fast but these fail to recover high frequency details and produces artifacts. The reconstruction-based methods [4] [5] use smoothness priors and solve an ill-posed inverse problem of up-sampling, deblurring and denoising for high quality image. But these introduce watercolor-like artifacts and the quality of image degrades as the magnification factor increases. A reconstruction-based SR technique to restore multiple LR frames captured at a distance of 3 feet is proposed in [7] . This method uses autoregressive signature model between successive LR images is used while filling the sub pixels in the constructed HR image. The drawback of this method is entire eye image is used for registration, which is prone to errors due to iris contractibility and dilation properties. Hyperspectral image denoising is proposed by author [8] using spectral-spatial adaptive total variation model where spectral noise differences and spatial information differences are both considered in the process of noise reduction. Learning based SR methods can be characterized as non-probabilistic estimation. This method enhances the high frequency information by retrieving high frequency information from the training image dataset based on the local features of input LR images [9] . The author [10] proposes a single image SR approach by learning multi-scale self-similarities from an LR image itself. The proposed SR approach is based upon an observation that small patches in natural images tend to redundantly repeat themselves many times both within the same scale and across different scales. A novel efficient single image SR method for generic images based on learning a cluster of mapping relationships between the LR and HR feature subspaces is proposed by author [11] . The learned mapping functions effectively and efficiently transform the input image into the expected HR image. The author is also proposed a fast yet effective non-local means based SR enhancement algorithm for reducing edge artifacts by exploiting similarity structures in the resultant image.
Section 2 discusses the proposed EIBP algorithm to super resolute the iris polar images. The experimental results and analysis are discussed in Section 3 followed by conclusion in Section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD
The face and eyes are extracted by using AdaBoost-based [12] [13] face and eye-pair classifiers. It detects the face region first and then eye-pair detector is applied on focused face region. This method improves the robustness to detect the eye region by releasing the region of interest at each level. The output of eye detector is processed further by classifying eye into right or left group. This classification is achieved by partitioning the width of the detected eye region. The iris is segmented from eye images using Hough Transform method [14] . The extracted iris is converted into polar form [15] . This polar image is super resoluted using proposed algorithm. The proposed iterated back projection based resolution enhancement algorithm is primarily inspired by the recent work of [16] [17] . The modified IBP algorithm is as below.
1. Divide LR iris polar image in patches having size 20×20 pixels. Select the patch LCF for SR process. 2. Set iteration index n = 1, Up-sample LCF by up-sampling factor u to obtain UCF using conventional algorithm.
3. Decimate the convolution of U n CF with matrix of Gaussian Point Spread Function (P) to get simulated low resolution image.
( )
For down sampling, adapt Lanczos3 low-pass filtering to eliminate high-frequency components to prevent from the aliasing effect. The reconstruction kernel of Lanczos3 one-dimensional (1-D) low-pass filter is given as,
sin 3
Matrix P at position (x, y) is computed using, 
Check if ECF < maximum error or n < maximum iteration, then ( )
where BM = Laplacian of Gaussian back projection matrix
else-Terminate with U n CF. Maximum error = ECF. 5. Repeat step 1 to 6 for all the frames. 6. At n th iteration, the output is the enhanced image.
7. The high pass image enhancement filter
8. The enhancement equation is expressed as:
where γ = decay function Repeat above steps for all patches. Combine the reconstructed patches into one global image which is super resolved image. The noise present in SR image, if any, is removed by low pass filter. The Gaussian Low-Pass Filter (GLPF) is one of the most simplistic post-processing methods for removing noise. Although it is simple, it has been proved to be useful in many practical situations. The frequency response of a GLPF can be described as:
where, D(u,v) is distance from the center of the frequency spectrum and σ decides cutoff frequency of GLPF. The size of the GLPF is 3×3 with σ = 0.5.
RESULT
The experimental results of the proposed approach are demonstrated by analyzing the performance of enhanced IBP. The performance is evaluated on two counts: PSNR and SSIM [18] . The algorithm is implemented using Matlab2009a on Intel Core i3 machine with processor speed of 1.8GHz and RAM size of 4 GB. The performance of proposed method is evaluated on CASIA long range iris image database [19] . The CASIA database consists of 140 person's faces and more than 10 images of each person. The ages of the people span from 19 to 61. The selection of number of iteration plays key role in super resolving the images. The selection of this is determined by analyzing the quality parameters. The analysis of selection of iteration is as shown in Table. 1. The PSNR and SSIM of proposed method improve as number of iteration increases but it increases the execution time. At a lower iteration, the image quality is not much good, but it super resolute the image in very less time. After iteration 100, there is small increase in image quality but at a cost of more execution time. Based on the analysis, iteration is set to 100 for the proposed method.
The proposed algorithm is tested for 1100 iris polar images. The resolution of the extracted iris polar image is 300×20. The up-scaling factor 2 is considered during the super resolution process. After super resolution, the size of the polar image is 600×40. Due to limitation of space, ten person's iris polar images performances are discussed. The Fig.1 shows ten input iris polar images. The proposed method is analyzed by comparing with the results of the state-of-the-art algorithms IBP [20] and Bin Zhao method [21] for iris polar images as shown Table. 2. It can be seen that, the proposed method gives comparatively good results than the state-of-the-art algorithms.
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) Fig.1 . Long range captured input iris polar images The images are super resoluted using proposed method is further tested for up-sampling factors (Λ) = 4 and 6 as shown in Table. 3. From the Table. 3, it can be seen that the quality of super resolved image decreases as the up-sampling factor increases. As the up-sampling factor increases the PSNR and SSIM of proposed method reduces, but compared to state-of-art algorithms the proposed method gives good quality image. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, enhanced iterated back projection algorithm is implemented to super resolute the iris polar images. The performance analysis of proposed algorithm is done by comparing the PSNR and SSIM of images obtained using state-of-the-art algorithms. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm gives better PSNR and SSIM than the state-of-the-art algorithms. The proposed method enhances the iris image by increasing its resolution twice and gives good image quality at higher number of iteration. It has been also observed that, as the up-sampling factor increases, the SNR and SSIM of proposed method decreases, but it is good compared to other algorithms. In the future work, features of super resolved iris images are extracted and classifiers are used to classify the iris images.
